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Practitioners of the healing arts in whatever form are probably
already well aware of the information in the introduction
(Chapter 1). This is included for the benefit of those who
may not, as yet, have had access to it.

The functional content of this pamphlet begins with chapter 2,
"Viruses, Germs and other Parasites".

Although I have endeavoured to keep my English simple for the layman,
there are a few points where there are no "layman's" terms. Should you have

any difficulty following this, please e-mail me via
http://www.karmasingh.com/contact.html

Karma Singh
England
9th November 2013
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Introduction

Shortly, you may be wondering why a booklet on infectious disease and
human immunity begins with a small diatribe about the iniquities of the
banking system. It is because there is a direct connection and the example
stated below shows it quite clearly once the belief that banking is necessary
has been dispensed with.

Most of human history has shown itself to be a progression of trial and error
leading ever further towards human health, wealth and happiness
(eventually). Every now and then there comes a major discovery or invention
which changes the course of human life. A case in point is James Watt's steam
engine that engendered the Industrial Revolution which, after a time of
shameless exploitation and lethal pollution, is gradually beginning to reach
for a balance which increases life quality for everyone.

Some may argue that we are still a long way from this "blissful" state, to
which I suggest the following reply: It is the greed of the banks which has
forced rapid industrial expansion. An economy based upon endless growth is
the only one which can support their activities just to pay the interest "owed"
to them. We are, in fact, paying bankers to lend us our own wealth for which
they do nothing other than book keeping in return! More than 60% of the cost
of a house, for example, goes in "banker's fees".

Sooner or later it is inevitable that such an economy will come to a standstill
because neither raw materials for production nor consumers to purchase the
products are in infinite supply. At that point, the banking system collapses
like a pricked balloon. Once we have cleared the parasitic banking disease
from human society, production can take place at a rate determined by
individual considered requirement rather than forced by the banker's need to
have us pay them ever more of our wealth in "interest".

You see, whenever greed and the addiction to power are allowed to play a
dominant rôle in human affairs, that which could have been a great boon
becomes a great burden to humanity until a necessary correction is applied.
Public health has been dominated by such for more than five hundred years!
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This problem finds its beginning in the reign of Pope Innocent VIII who, in
1484, turned the ferocious power of the Inquisition upon the traditional
European healers; the Wicca women (Wicca means wise. Wicked - originally
Wikkt - means highly educated and knowledgeable; a healing master or
mistress). The running problem which the Papacy had with them was simply
that, because they knew what they were doing, the rural people turned to the
Wise Women rather than to the ill-educated catholic priests for help and
guidance thus detracting greatly from Papal power.
A pact was made with the "Doctors of Medicine", who had exactly the same
problem, and who, as payment for their assistance in the mass murder of the
European healers, have ever since been declared from the pulpit to be the only
"healers" approved by God. This semi-divine status has been shamelessly
abused by many. For further details, please see “free downloads” under
www.karmabooks.co.uk.

In the 15th and 16th centuries, the principle source of public "information" was
the church. This made it very easy for the papacy to control what was
generally believed. Today, we have newspapers, television and radio at least
90% of which are controlled by the same handful of people who, then,
determine what information we shall be permitted to receive and, thereby,
control public belief. This is very relevant right now, as it was in 2009 to one
of the biggest frauds ever perpetrated upon humanity. That these self-same
people are also heavily involved in banking and the pharmaceutical industry
(the biggest, richest and most powerful conglomerate on the planet) is no
accident.

Our present state of general ignorance and public abuse can be laid in large
part at the doors of M. Louis Pasteur and his German contemporary Dr.
Robert Koch. It is said of Pasteur that had he spent as much time in the
laboratory as he did in telling the rich and powerful how wonderful he is then
he might have become a good scientist.

In the Paris of his time there lived and worked a real scientist by the name of
Piere Béchamp. It is presumed that Pasteur "stole" many of the ideas which he
unashamedly used for his personal aggrandisement from Béchamp. When
Pasteur decided to declare the germ theory to be the cornerstone of human
knowledge of disease, Béchamp told him categorically that he was wrong.
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Despite this, Pasteur abused the scientific ignorance of those he had been
cultivating to have this incorrect theory forced upon the medical fraternity
and the public at large.
At around the same time, in the 1870's, the German, Dr. Robert Koch, used his
position and power to have the same incorrect belief, IN THE FACE OF
OVERWHELMING EVIDENCE TO THE CONTRARY, forced upon the
German medical community and people. Thus was modern pharmaceutical
medicine born - not upon truthful, verified, scientific fact but upon the egos of
two pompous, uncaring and ignorant egotists.

The present day state of affairs did not, of course, come to pass overnight;
despite being deliberately given false information, doctors in general
continued to do their best for their patients in whatever way they had chosen -
be this homeopathy, herbal medicine, physical therapies, special diets, etc. It
was not until a certain Morris Fishbein who may or may not have been a
doctor of medicine (claimed to be but was never able to provide any evidence
supporting his claim) appeared on the scene that major damage to human
health began.

Fishbein took over a then somewhat insignificant American Medical
Association in 1924 and, until his deposition at the end of the 1940's, became
the most dedicated destroyer of health for profit that this world has ever seen.
Instigating a policy of licensing the drugs which medical practitioners were
permitted to use and a licensing system dependent almost entirely upon the
size of the "consultancy fee" paid to him by pharmaceutical manufacturers he
was able to mount a vicious press campaign of vilification against all who
practised non-pharmaceutical healing techniques and to turn the AMA into
one of the most feared organisations of the last century.
By the end of World War II, Fishbein's efforts and the resulting massive
increase in the financial power of the pharmaceutical industry made it certain
that, for the emerging national health schemes which flourished at that time,
no other methodology would even be considered.

Fishbein's policy of medication for profit instead of health is responsible for
the deaths of at least 20 million people and the maiming of many millions
more. Pharmaceutical medicine is far and away the number one cause of
unnatural death throughout the first world with an annual score almost as
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high as heart attacks and cancer combined (the numbers 2 and 3 spots).
http://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2008/06/12/drug-companies-are-killing-you-legally-while-
robbing-you-blind.aspx?source=nl&CommentPosted=true#commentmessage

Amongst doctors of medicine there is a growing rift between those seeking to
help their fellow humans and those who are "in it for the money". At this time
in the USA and Germany (I have not researched figures for any other country)
there are more doctors leaving pharmaceutical medicine to set up practice in
other, much cheaper and much more effective techniques than are being
trained by the pharmaceutical controlled medical schools to replace them.

This should serve as a warning to us all about the true state of affairs.

It should, therefore, be no surprise that the pharmaceutical conglomerate
needs to spend billions each year just to keep you from discovering the reality
of precisely why pharmaceutical medicine doesn't work. Further, their
"Fishbein" attitude has lead them on more than one occasion to invent
phantom diseases in order to sell medication for which there would,
otherwise, be no market. In 1976, the pharmaceutical conglomerate used
exactly the same fable as in 2009, swine 'flu, to sell by compulsory vaccination
billions of dollars’ worth of worse than useless medication. At that time, the
whole swine 'flu scare was based upon two American soldiers who,
apparently, contracted it but recovered before any mediation could reach
them - small wonder, swine 'flu is no more dangerous to humans than is
normal human 'flu: Unless you have a fully equipped virology laboratory at
hand, there is actually no way that you would be able to distinguish the one
from the other and a couple of days in bed and it's all over.

The compulsory vaccination against a non-existent epidemic killed many and
maimed more than 10,000. At that time, the "vaccine" contained as a
"preservative" a known nerve poison called Squalene. This self-same
substance is part of the witches brew which was being peddled to us for
another non-existent epidemic of a harmless malady. Other constituents are
genetically modified avian 'flu viruses, mercury at 25,000 times the permitted
safety level and a hodge podge of other extremely dubious viruses having
nothing to do with swine 'flu.

One last point needs to be cleared up here; the international pandemic! What
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was that all about? Well, the first point is that the case numbers never even
reached the normal level of "infection" for a typical year, i.e. the number
of 'flu cases was LOWER than normal!!! So how could the World Health
Organisation call a global pandemic under these circumstances? Here we
have to look a little at the handful of people actually involved. The titular
head of that section was a Mrs. Chan; hers is a personality which will
do, literally, anything to be the Prima Donna. She carried out her orders
without question in exchange for being guaranteed her position.
The actual decision about declaring a pandemic is taken by a small committee.
On this committee are executives of the companies Baxter - the principal
manufacturer of the vaccine they were trying to force all of us to take -
Novartis (these first two have now been indicted for planned mass murder)
Glaxo Smith Klein (the main contractor) and the French pharma giant Sanofi
Pasteur. They have a majority on the committee. Now do you see why there
was a global pandemic called for a disease which wasn’t even there?

We should also perhaps take note of the fact that a Baxter subsidiary is the
major contractor for germ warfare to the US military. Note the inclusion of
H5N1 "avian 'flu" in the mixture! There may be grounds for believing, as some
claim, that we were about to be subjected to a planet wide experiment in
germ warfare.

In any event, it would certainly be most unwise to permit yourself to be
injected with such a called vaccine against a well-known and harmless minor
ailment. You may well be trading a possible three days in bed for a lifetime of
invalidity or even your own death.
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Viruses, Germs and other Parasites

It is useful to make this our starting point as there is a significant lack of
general knowledge in this area which has lent certain extremely unscientific
claims a large degree of credulity.

A parasite is any sort of organism which survives and multiplies by feeding
upon the living body of a host plant, insect, fish, reptile, bird or animal whilst
providing no benefit to the host. This is not to be confused with symbiosis
whereby two (or more) species co-operate for their mutual benefit. Examples
of this latter are the bacteria and microscopic plants which live in our
intestines and help us to digest our food as well as providing us with
substances such as vitamin B etc. In the plant world, there is a bacterium
called Rhizomium Leguminosarium which lives in the roots of clover. This
bacterium has the ability to extract nitrogen from the air and to both provide
this essential nutrient to the clover plant as well as fixing it into the
surrounding soil, making it more fertile. This is why, in traditional crop
rotation, one year in the cycle is reserved for clover growth. Traditionally,
soya was also "cycled" for the same reason but the bacteria which is symbiotic
with real soya and enriches the soil cannot tolerate GM soya with the result
that the soil quickly becomes completely infertile.

As with all specialisations, each parasite or symbiote has attuned itself to live
on or with a very specific host. If you have had cats or dogs you will certainly
have noticed that their fleas almost never bite you! This is because, even
though both are mammals, the blood protein structures are so dissimilar that
the cat flea can digest neither dog nor human blood. This differentiation holds
true especially right down at the microscopic level of bacteria and viruses.

Certain more complex creatures such as ticks have a more highly developed
digestive system and can use blood from many types of mammals but ONLY
mammals! The lower you go down the evolutionary tree and especially with
bacteria and viruses the more species specific the parasites are. It can go even
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further than this; there are parasitic viruses which can only feed upon humans
of a specific blood group! That's how specialised things get amongst viruses.

There are certain germs which are parasitic upon a spectrum of creatures. An
example of this is "foot and mouth" which will make many types of cloven
hoof animals ill but, despite millennia of cohabitation, is completely incapable
of invading their human keepers. Polio can invade both humans and
chimpanzees but not cattle or other domesticated animals. On the other hand,
because human and pig proteins are so similar that it is even theoretically
possible to transplant organs from the one species to the other, some 'flu
strains are able to live in both. The bulk of the insulin given to diabetics has
also been extracted from pigs.

Birds are somewhat lower down the "evolutionary tree" than are mammals
and there are genetic similarities between some species which permit a degree
of "cross-infection". This latter can occur when a virus is able to make a minor
change to its own genetic structure so as to accommodate itself to a host
having slightly different genes to the original host. Thus the H5N1 group of
viruses is parasitic to many bird species BUT TO NO OTHER CREATURE
WHATSOEVER EITHER LOWER OR HIGHER ON THE "EVOLUTIONARY
TREE".

There is a very good reason for this; the degree of genetic modification which
any creature can cope with is a very tiny proportion of the overall genetic
pattern. Larger changes always produce such distortions and disruptions that
the "new" creature is not able to survive. One sees this every day with humans
where massive genetic changes have occurred (around 2% maximum, often
much less than 1%) then these children can only survive with constant hi-tech
support. This sort of support is only available from other human beings; there
is no natural equivalent – in nature, the non-viable mutations simply die
straight away. To mutate from bird parasitic to human parasitic requires a
change of over 40%. A thing known to be absolutely impossible except by
forced combination in a genetics laboratory.

Turning now to 'flu we observe that cat flu can be deadly to most types of cats
but never, ever infects the humans who live with them and care for them. 'Flu
viruses are VERY species specific and simply cannot digest or use in any way
proteins from other types of creatures.
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That Swine 'Flu (more traditionally known as Swine Pest) can also affect
humans has been well known for at least three thousand years and it is
nothing unusual for few thousand humans to become "ill" with Swine 'Flu
each year. Deaths, as with human 'flu from which it is indistinguishable as an
illness, are extremely rare and occur only in the infirm.
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Infection,TheoryandFact

Most of us, me too, have been brought up to believe that most illnesses are
caused by invading parasites, usually bacteria and viruses. We have been
taught that certain types of contact with a person hosting such a bacterium or
virus will result in the parasite being transferred to us and ourselves becoming
ill in the specified manner. It even sounds reasonable, doesn't it?

Unfortunately, there is not the slightest shred of evidence to support this
theory. In point of fact, all available evidence shows that this simply is not
true!

To begin, let us first consider the term "epidemic"; what does this actually
mean? Well, dependent upon the "rules" of your local health authority, it
means that between 1% and 4% of those people coming into contact with a
specific "ill-making germ" do, in fact, become ill.

This means that 96% to 99% of those who receive the “dangerous germ” are
completely unaffected by it!

This first step blows a rather large hole in the medical theory of infection,
doesn't it?

I have actually posed the question as to why almost everyone is unaffected to
several "doctors of medicine". Most have refused absolutely to offer any sort
of answer, claiming that it is beneath their professional dignity to consider
such a question. Now, profession or to profess means to teach; are they,
therefore, saying that the answer is forbidden knowledge? The odd one or
two who do offer an answer do so with a claim for which there is even less
supporting evidence:

"The large-scale immunity is genetic in origin. We haven't, as yet, found any evidence
to support this theory but, as it's the only thing that we can think of, it must be true."

This is science?

A little logical thought will show you that humankind is naturally immune to
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all and any parasitic invasions. The reasoning is simple: Mankind has been
upon this planet considerably longer (by some millions of years) than has
medical theory. In all this time, mankind has not once died out as would have
been the case were this natural immunity not present. To the contrary,
mankind has spread across the entire planet and daily continues to increase in
numbers.

In his DVD, "Mind over Genes", Prof. Bruce Lipton PhD "thickens the plot"
even further. Apparently, most of us carry about with us all our lives most of
the bacteria and viruses associated with all illnesses but nothing happens until
"something switches them on". What, exactly, switches them on is becoming
daily clearer as more and more research (see both Prof. Lipton's works as well
as "The Field" by Lynn McTaggart) shows that the ancient knowledge of
healers is, in fact, the true explanation of health and dis-ease and why
pharmaceutical medicine is both inaccurate and unscientific.

If we dig into history a little we find that widespread dis-eases are linked not
to a specific germ (other than co-incidentally) but to environmental factors.

Diphtheria was endemic until action was taken to clean the air in our cities
after which it completely disappeared. Cholera and typhus are now believed
to be tropical diseases but were widespread in Europe and N. America until
sewage systems and fresh water supplies were built.

There are a very wide number of other factors which need be taken into
consideration when assessing the risk of epidemics. In each and every case,
the presence of a virus or bacterium connected to the expression of the dis-
ease is purely co-incidental and occurs AFTER the causational problem has
been present for some time.

Why is this so?

Each and every one of the bacteria, viruses and fungi upon this planet has one
and only one purpose and that is to recycle used organic matter. Long before
the microscope and medical theory were invented it was well known that
dead bodies can easily become sources of illness to those close to them which
is why they are always quickly disposed of by deep burial, by fire, by feeding
to vultures etc. to get them quickly away from healthy people.
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Now we know that the bacteria which are always present but are always held
in check by a healthy body grow at a very rapid rate after death so as to break
down the proteins etc. into simpler substances which can be re-absorbed into
the soil structure and used for fresh plant growth. That is what those bacteria
and viruses are there for; to recycle that which is already damaged or dead.
They cannot spread in a healthy system for reasons which we will see later.
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Vaccines

At school, in England, I was taught that this great breakthrough in public
health was due to the efforts of one Dr. Edward Jenner which merely goes to
show how politically motivated the school curriculum was even then. If you
tootle over to Wikipedia, you will see that an almost identical technique was
definitely in use 800 years earlier amongst the "ignorant" Arabs.

The theory of vaccination against parasitic germs is based upon finding a
weak form of the same virus (in Dr. Jenner's case, the cow pox virus) and
injecting this into humans. Humans almost always overcame the cow pox
with no difficulty with the advantage that the antibodies which they
developed against the cow pox virus are also effective against the much more
virulent small pox virus.

So much for medical theory. The questions, however, which remain
unaddressed are:

A) What are the environmental and emotional factors which rendered
someone susceptible to small pox infection?

B) What enabled the majority of the population (not just the milk maids)
to be immune?

C) W.H.O. figures from the early 1950's (oh boy would I love to have some
earlier numbers) show that, at that time, 1.11% of the world's
population was infected. What are the factors determining that 98.89%
of people were "naturally immune"?

D) What purpose did the small pox virus serve and what, if anything, has
taken its place?

Just let me put this in a more mundane context for you.

It is a curious but little known fact that many people will actually drive more
skilfully with a small amount of alcohol than completely sober. Following the
reasoning of medical theory, it should, therefore, be compulsory to take a
small shot of whisky before setting off to drive.
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Now, most of us know that this is stupid nonsense because it ignores all the
other relevant factors.

Most of us know, from personal experience, that the same amount of alcohol
will have very different effects under different circumstances. A glass of wine
with dinner at the end of a very hectic day's work can both relax us and make
us more focussed upon what we're actually doing rather than re-living the
day's events. The same glass of wine in a state of near exhaustion and upon an
empty stomach can even make it difficult to stand up let alone drive a car. As
Sherlock Holmes was wont to say, "Never judge from a single fact" and "Only
an explanation which includes ALL the facts can be correct."

The facts of the matter are that we have not the vaguest idea what the other
factors relevant to small pox are.

Why do I pick on small pox? Because this is the one and only illness with
which vaccination appears to have achieved anything positive.

This one example has been ruthlessly abused over the last half century to
justify a vast plethora of vaccinations DESPITE the absence of any evidence
that they achieve anything useful! To the contrary, available evidence from
World Health Organisation studies clearly shows that vaccination is a major
factor not in the reduction but the SPREADING of many illnesses.

The theory of vaccination for which Dr. Jenner is widely acclaimed, requires
that the injected low potency virus be so similar to the "dangerous" one that
the same antibody will do for both. Small pox/cow pox is the only time in
history that this has worked. There is no evidence to show that any other
vaccination programme has achieved anything useful. There are a lot of
manufactured figures which look convincing until you add the "deselected
facts" back in and see that your government has been wasting your money.

Just to show you how close a fit a virus and a vaccine have to have, just trying
walking around your city and see how many doors you can open with your
house key.

In a city the size of New York or London, there are, theoretically, 5 apartments
which could be opened with the same key. (Estimates from lock
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manufacturers.) Finding a needle in a haystack is child's play compared to
finding those other four doors. Finding a needle in a haystack should not take
you more than a week. Finding those other five doors is something which you
may begin but only your child or grandchild could complete. As buildings are
constantly being torn down and rebuilt, the task is, actually, impossible. You
might, by chance, find one door if it were in your street, as Dr. Jenner did but
it is ridiculous to suppose that you could repeat this.

Viruses and antibodies are much, much, much more complex than door locks
and keys. Finding another such close fit as cow pox and small pox is about as
likely as a golden meteorite landing by parachute in your garden. The
pharmaceutical conglomerate would have you believe, however, that this is
something which they achieve on a regular basis. It's a free world (at the
moment anyway), you can choose to believe their nonsense if you like but it
still doesn't make it true.

Swine 'Flu is so widespread across the planet and has been for so many
thousands of years that it is probable that a very large proportion of humanity
has both the virus and the anti-body in their body right now.
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How you can make your own personal vaccine at home in
5 minutes.

This is a little known technique based upon homeopathic principles and
natural resonance. ($€€ if you can work out why they don’t te££ you!)
You see, your own urine mirrors exactly all the processes which are currently
going on in your body. This includes very specific information about
infections and the state of progress in eliminating them. By adding this
information back into the system, one causes the entire system to become
focussed upon that which is most urgent right now. So, for example, if your
urine shows that you have an unfortunate quantity of swine 'flu viruses
active in your system, feeding this information back in will focus your
immune system upon the production of anti-bodies for that virus. Anti-body
production will rapidly rise within 20 minutes and a fever can be eliminated
within hours.

This is how to do it:

Take a small amount of your own urine, mid-stream. Add two drops of this to
one tablespoonful of water in a dropper bottle. Shake the bottle fifty times.
Now it's ready to use! You can add a little brandy if you like but, if you make
this fresh every day, as you should, then no preserving alcohol is necessary.

Dosage:
Four drops under your tongue every two hours. This will naturally focus your
natural immunity upon that which is presenting you with the biggest problem
at that time. This is why it is wisest to make the vaccine fresh every day.
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Just what, exactly, is Influenza?

A little self- observation as well as the observation of others may give you
some clues on this. With some more knowledge of how and why the human
body actually functions (see "What is your Body Saying" which comes as a
bonus gift with book "The Flu Fairy Tale" from
http://www.theflufairytale.com) and by adding in that which you have
already read in this booklet you may well reach a startling and reviving
conclusion – Influenza is not a dis-ease at all but a natural solution for one!

A very great many of the events which pharmaceutical medicine has taught
us to call illnesses are, in point of fact, natural solutions for a whole host of
dis-eases as well as being completely natural detoxification processes and
tools. By misinforming us about their true nature, we have been lead into
investing vast sums of money in buying poisons from the pharmaceutical
conglomerate which have the expressed purpose of stopping and preventing
the natural ways of healing which are available to everyone at zero cost.

It is not a co-incidence that many neo-Christian churches actively preach that
natural healing is the work of the devil and only pharmaceutical medicine is
approved by God. The funding of many such churches is extremely obscure to
say the least. Would you not say that THIS is the glib tongue of "the devil" at
work sponsoring many of the "false prophets" which The Bible warns us will
appear at this time? For more details on the origins of this, see "A History of
Medicine...." which you can download for free from
http://www.karmabooks.co.uk.

Observing what happens during and as a result of a bout of 'flu, we note that
the joints and eyes ache, the lungs usually secrete excess fluids, muscular
strength is greatly reduced and that afterwardswebothfeelandlook younger,
ourmindismoreacuteandperceptive,ourbodyissofter,more flexibleandsmells
fresher. Doesn't this look to you as though something good was going on
when this is always the outcome? Although less readily observable (unless
you know how to read the related points on the face, feet and hands) all of
your body's organs have also received a "Spring cleaning" and are much fitter
and better able to carry out their intended functions.
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To see more clearly why these particular symptoms normally appear, it is
helpful to observe what happens when this form of purification does not take
place. If we go to bone cancer, we observe that the prime cause is constant
chronic fear which has built itself up to such a pitch that an expectation that
"life is out to kill me" causes a breakdown of the organisational information
structures in the bones. Why the bones, you might ask? Bones are about
support are they not? If life is "out to get you", i.e. not supporting you then
this is directly contradictory to organised skeletal information, isn't it?

Looking for supporting evidence, we note that fear will cause loss of muscular
strength. Fear will make your body very acidic and smell unattractive both
because the production of sexual pheromones is suppressed as well as causing
your body to store rather than to eject metabolic wastes. This is why you tend
to sweat a lot during a bout of 'flu. This sweating takes place not only
externally but also in all the hollow spaces of the body which is why your
lungs are "congested" and you often get both diarrhoea and vomiting; pretty
conclusive evidence of a thorough detoxification process.

Hindering or stopping this process causes your body to pile up even more
problems which, as we see with bone cancer, can be long-term lethal.

So, this process called 'flu is primarily about fear and the dissolution thereof.

Is Influenza an isolated "one of a type" or are there other similar processes
commonly experienced? We certainly don't have to look far to find other
natural detoxification processes. Why do you always look and feel happier
and smell fresher after a cold? Because this is a natural dissolution and ejection
of sadness information and "yin" substances consumed in the mistaken belief
that they are foods (principally sugar, white flour, carbonated drinks and cow
dairy). Lung cancer is an example of the long-term effects of not discharging
such emotional and physical toxins.

What is a fever but a dissolution of stored anger or frustration making you
lighter, more flexible and mentally clearer as the result?

All skin "problems" are ways in which your body will discharge metabolic
wastes and other toxins through your skin (acne, psoriasis etc.) when the
normal detoxification organs are weakened through chronic malnutrition or
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depressing emotions such as loneliness which will seriously restrict the kidney
function.

So, influenza, as a natural detoxification method, is far from unique.

So, what role does a 'flu virus play in all this? Well, a 'flu virus is not parasitic
but symbiotic! It is there to help us rapidly dissolve fear. It does this by
dismantling cells which have had their informational structure so seriously
damaged by constant fear that they have become the source of a fear habit
leading to the completely false perception of the world as threatening. Further
proof of this is shown in this article.
http://encyclopedia.thefreedictionary.com/Avian+Flu

The article is, I know, not quite pure, being a mixture of both real hard facts
(such as 'flu viruses are present in virtually everyone but an illness very rarely
occurs) plus groundless, pure speculation that if, if, if and if....... were to take
place then that, that, that and that ............ could happen (one such scenario
being a human 'flu pandemic similar to "Spanish 'flu" which occurred in 1918).

What actually leads to a 'flu death is when a human being is so overloaded
with stored toxins and/or life threatening traumas that the number of
informationally damaged cells which need to be taken apart exceeds the level
at which the physical body can continue to exist as a functioning organism
and the whole thing gets recycled. This is why the only ones who actually lose
their bodies in a bout of 'flu are the aged and infirm; normally healthy people
enjoy a nice detoxification and get on with living. The only recorded
occurrence of deaths happening to significant numbers of people was the
"Spanish 'Flu" of 1918.

Spanish 'Flu did not, contrary to the implication in the name, originate in
Spain but in US troops on their way from America to Spain. There is some
speculation that an especially potent virus somehow got loose from the US
bacteriological warfare unit and it was this which the soldiers carried with
them to Spain. It is certainly true that the US was experimenting with 'flu
strains as a bacteriological weapon at that time but, more than 95 years later, it
is difficult to show how it got from there to the soldiers with absolute
certainty.
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What we need to do is to look at the date, Spring 1918 when World War I had
been raging for nearly four years, had already killed millions and showed no
sign of coming to an end in the near future. The whole world was in trauma,
Russia was in the throes of a violent and bloody civil war and the whole
situation looked grim and uncertain for everyone. Just exactly the right
circumstances to generate a severe dose of death anxiety; severe enough, in
fact, to take the number of informationally damaged cells over the survival
limit and this is exactly what happened.

Despite many other potent strains of 'flu virus making an appearance in the
following decades and spreading rapidly around the world, the number of
deaths was minimal and exclusively amongst the aged and infirm. Normally
healthy people just went to bed for a few days, detoxified and went on living.
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Informational Systems and their

Relationship to Health

This is both a very old as well as a new area of knowledge. For a few centuries
(actually since 1484) it was, first, forbidden knowledge (see "A History of
Medicine...." from http://www.karmabooks.co.uk) and was later "replaced"
with medical theories. It is not so that medical theories have any substantial
evidential support (in point of fact, most medical theories are, scientifically
speaking, extremely dubious but DO make a lot of money), it was much rather
that, although there was nothing to disprove informationally based health and
well-being theories, there was no available scientific base from which they
could be explained, codified and ordered. Over the last 25 years this has
changed very significantly and those who have read "The Field" by Lynn
McTaggart will be aware of many things just now bubbling under the surface
and which are already beginning to break through and to revolutionise our
perceptions in this area.
Medicine, on the other hand, relies more and more upon dogma. Dogma is a
set of "required" beliefs which have no supporting evidence and which it is
"illegal" to question. For most of the last century, medical colleges have been
teaching a theory of cell biology for which there is no supporting evidence
and, despite the daily growing volume of evidence showing that it is not true,
many continue to this day to inculcate this untruth into all medical students.

And so it is with disease: Medical theory defines one of the symptoms (effects)
of a disease as being the cause. It then goes on to seek to remove the disease
by attacking the chosen effect. It should be obvious from this why medical
treatment is so ineffective.

Why not accept the evidence and begin teaching the truth? The sad fact is that
the pharmaceutical conglomerate which is a major funder of many medical
schools would be the major financial loser were the truth to escape.

You can read and see more of this revolution in the book "The Biology of
Belief" and DVD "Mind over Genes" from Prof. Bruce Lipton PhD.
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To give a brief summary, what Prof Lipton and many others have
"discovered" is that cellular biology is an effect and not the cause of life as we
know it.

Cells are created in their multitudinous forms as the result of information
given into the Quantum Energy Fields which causes energy to coalesce into
matter, i.e. first consciousness and then biology and not the other way around
(as medical dogma would have it). This is the ancient knowledge used by all
healers to engender the healing changes: Correct the informational structure
and the system will follow the correction.

This new/ancient knowledge makes it clear why electro smog can be so
debilitating; it distorts the informational flows and causes, thereby, system
malfunction in very many areas.

Now, the meaning of all this is that it is most wise to consider 'flu etc. not as
external attacks (the medical theory) but as distortions in your informational
flows for which your body uses "influenza" as an attempt to self-correct.

Following the clues we've picked up along the way and outlined in previous
pages, the distorted information leading to 'flu is that which we call fear. Now
fear is quite a difficult thing to define as it is the only thing which a human
being can experience but which, at the same time, has no existence
whatsoever! One could, perhaps, call it the attempt to not exist.

Fear is, in fact, nothing other than a hole in your own energy fields. In this
hole there is nothing at all and the only thing which can enter it is you,
yourself. It is this absence from yourself which causes the damage to the cells
which the influenza virus has the job of breaking up in order to prevent the
fear misinformation being sufficiently concentrated to bring other,
undamaged cells into resonance with the fear and, ultimately, destroying the
biological form completely.

It is, therefore, abundantly clear from the foregoing that in order for a
significant number of deaths to occur with any 'flu virus, there must be
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planet wide extreme stress conditions and very widespreadfear. Experience
shows that the necessary intensity could only be generated by a third world
war. Although the Bush administration, at the behest of the banking cartel,
did their utmost to attempt to engender such a war, it did not happen.
Following orders from the same masters, Barak Obama attempted in 2013 to
create this war by attacking Syria. On both occasions, they failed and the
prerequisites for mass deaths in an influenza pandemic are not present. At the
behest of the cartel, however, the mass media which they control are tried to
create the necessary mass hysteria but it is questionable just how many can be
reached in this way. If a significant number ignore (as they would not ignore a
war) then the whole thing collapses.

Notwithstanding this, there is a very great deal which anyone and everyone
can do and that with the greatest of ease. The next chapter begins this process.

Before we leave this chapter, however, I believe that it is imperative to clear
up the small matter of the humans who became "infected" with bird 'flu. The
truth is, of course, that they didn't!

What actually did happen was not the genetically impossible but the
informationally possible.

Can you imagine that being kept for the whole of your life in an extremely
overcrowded prison from which the only exit is being executed is a situation
extremely stressful engendering a great deal of fear? These are the conditions
under which vast numbers of food birds are kept.

Those who "own" them spend, in some cases, virtually 24 hours each and
every day living in the same prison. The stress information being given off by
the birds can, under certain rare circumstances of intense feelings of insecurity
on the part of the "owner", find resonance with the human being, cause the
collapse of many human systems and modify many of the informational
systems to that of domesticated birds. In this state, the relevant healing virus
is not a human influenza but a bird one.
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It is not possible for a human to be open to this specific, massive perturbation
in any other circumstances. This is proven by a 100% conformity to this
pattern in all the 385 people who have, so far, become "ill" with avian flu.

With Swine 'Flu we have a similar pattern. Those who become ill either live in
very close proximity to pigs or have regularly consumed pig meat. In either
case, there will be sufficient pig information present in the human for the pig
version virus to be capable of helping with the fear dissolution.
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Gaston Naessens and Somatids

Most of that which has appeared in this pamphlet to date is "empirical". This
means simply that it is consistently observed to be so but a complete scientific
theory explaining it is not available. I am most grateful to Joachim Wagner
and to Jonathan Eisen for bringing the work of Gaston Naessens to my
attention.

Naessens is, perhaps, the successor to Piere Béchamp. Béchamp could see that
something very tiny was controlling cell activity (including the activities of
bacteria and viruses) and that it was here that the key to health lay.
Unfortunately, with the microscopes of his time, he could see no details.
Naessens, almost a century later, developed his own unique principle in
microscopy which enabled him to magnify up to 30,000 times. Just to give you
the perspective on this; a home microscope that you may have had as a child
will generally magnify 80 times. You may have used more powerful ones in
biology lessons at school where 250 to 400 times are quite common. In a
pathology laboratory, microscopes capable of magnifying up to 1,200 times
are usually the biggest. At a research university, you may find one capable of
2,500 times and that is it. From there one jumps to an electron microscope
which, although it gives very much greater magnification is not an optical
instrument and it is not possible to observe living material with such an
instrument. Naessens microscope represents, therefore, a very major
breakthrough in that field.

The significance of this is that he was able to see in great detail that which
Béchamp had discovered. Naessens was able to observe these living entities
which he named "somatids" and to describe their life cycles of which there are
two different ones. The first is a three phase cycle and the other a thirteen
phase. In healthy tissues one finds only the three phase cycle. In damaged or
traumatised tissues one finds the thirteen phase cycle.

In the three phase cycle, the somatids cause normal healthy cells to be built
and repaired. Naessens has said that it is the somatids which are the
communication link between the electron information from the Quantum
Fields and the living cells. When the information signal is clear and clean the
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somatids build healthy cells.

When, however, an organic system is traumatised in whatever manner then
the somatids switch over from their three to their thirteen phase cycle. In part
of this cycle they either manufacture bacteria and viruses using the vast
plethora of such creatures which are always present in the human body as a
"blueprint" or they encourage the bacteria/viruses to reproduce themselves
and to feed upon the traumatised tissues in order to recycle them. It is unclear
to me which of these two is the correct version and it may well turn out to be
that there is, in fact, no difference as, apparently, the same somatids create
both the human cells and the viruses. Further research on this small area is
required.

However, the importance of this cannot be overstated: Trauma information
will always perturb the ideal information flow. When the trauma is
sufficiently intense, the creative information signal will be lost and the
somatids will switch over into the thirteen phase cycle and begin breaking
down the body. Removing the trauma information should, therefore, realign
the system with the creative information and the somatids will go back into
the creative, three phase cycle. In this state any "illness" will rapidly disappear.
Experience with the Harmony Technology (see next chapter) indicates most
strongly that this is true.

Trauma has many forms. It can be injury (either accidental or surgical). It can
be exhaustion from overwork. It can be noise or electro smog pollution from
the environment. It can be "American" television which seeks to engender
addiction through repeated emotional swings (the probable main cause of the
so called Type II diabetes, more accurately called insulin resistance). It can be
chronic malnutrition. It can be pesticide impregnated "foodstuffs". It can be
pharmaceuticals, alcohol, tobacco and other drugs. It can be emotional
overload/depression etc. Any of these can reach a sufficient level of intensity
to trigger the 13 phase somatid cycle. Health can then only be regained by
removing the trauma thus allowing the creative information to become once
again dominant and the somatids to return to the three phase creative cycle.
This, of course, explains clearly just why those who practice yoga, chi quong,
meditation, organic eating and similar things look better, live longer and live
healthier VERY much longer than those who do not.
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It is not, of course, always so that the somatids will select a bacterium or so to
eat traumatised cells; in the case of a wound, the trauma may simply prevent
the growth of healthy functional tissues to replace the damaged ones. Each
type of "illness", i.e. the specific bacterium or virus which the somatids in their
13 phase cycle create/encourage to grow is also specific to the trauma
perturbing the system. Some of these have already been mentioned.

The specific trauma which will cause the somatids to react by multiplying 'flu
viruses is fear. This is precisely what the mass media frequently does: Using
insignificant, irrelevant and often untrue statements as the basis of an attempt
to build an atmosphere of mass hysteria. Co- incidence? I think not for it is
noteworthy that it is only in the smaller publications not controlled by the
banking/pharmaceutical cartel that alternative, intelligent information is
given any room.

One further very significant fact needs to be iterated here: Why do nurses
almost never get ill? Is it through medication, vaccination or some other
pharmaceutical magic? No, it is compassion which keeps them well.
Compassion will always keep your somatids trauma free and happily in their
3 phase cycle. Let us, therefore, view those poor, sick, crazed imbeciles who
seek self-aggrandisement by killing millions of their fellow humans for cash,
with unfettered compassion and thus render their programme ineffective.
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The Harmony Technology

It took me almost six years to begin to get my head around this. That's how
different it is to everything else that mankind has seen to date. Even the
inventor, Dipl. Ing.(FH) Joachim M. Wagner is frequently amazed by what
this technology is capable of.

To keep it simple, this "passive" technology causes the re-ordering of the
causational information energy flows to the electron stream. (yes, I know;
that's simple?) That's why it takes so long to get your head around it - you
have to learn to think in a different way in order to grasp how it works.

Basically, Quantum Physics shows us that consciousness directs information
to form matter. Lynn McTaggart and Professor Lipton go into this in much
more detail in their books and DVDs (see Bibliography). The informational
flows are, however, extremely complex - according to the revolutionary
physicist Burkhard Heim, they are 12 dimensional! - and maintaining the
focus upon the intended objective can be problematical. Additionally, there
are daily growing amounts of junk or chaos information around this planet -
for half of the last century and all of this one we've been pumping massive
amounts of nuclear radiation, electro smog, highly emotional television etc.,
etc. into the Quantum Fields. It is this chaos information which is by far our
biggest health problem simply because it is not creative and, therefore, has no
function. Because such informational junk has no resonance with any coherent
system or function it runs wild and will randomly enter any system
information and cause malfunction.

Although modern computers can be seriously disrupted by electro smog, the
systems most sensitive to disturbance in this way are biological ones whereby,
as we have seen, if your somatids no longer receive the clean electron
information which creates and maintains your biological systems then they
will go into the 13 phase cycle and begin to dismantle your body.

The "re-ordering" of the electron information which the Harmony devices
bring about actually separates the usual jumble into discrete frequencies. Each
informational frequency then moves cleanly along its own path instead of
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being mixed up with everything else in a sort of multi-dimensional
informational spaghetti. Because any system can only be in resonance with the
electron information specifically related to it then exactly those frequencies
will be taken up AND NO OTHERS AT ALL! As your somatids are then
getting a clean signal, they go into the three phase, healthy/healing cycle.

Within the context of the somatid function, physical trauma is information
which perturbs the system. The Harmony Technology will also cause this to
be filtered out of the system and even old wounds which have never fully
healed will finally achieve the desired state. The present record is 51 year old
wounds! My personal initial contact with the technology healed a 19 year old
wound in 36 hours.

You will find an introduction to the Harmony Technology here:
http://www.harmonyunited.com
You can get a free personal consultation here:
http://www.harmonyunited.com/contact.html
or call 0203-286-6936 UK
415-315-9497 N. America
0044-203-286-6936 elsewhere.
Please note that 'phones will be answered during normal UK business hours
so please check the time in the UK before calling.

The Harmony Technology devices are not consumables: They do not wear
out!
Each purchase comes with a six month money-back right of return satisfaction
guarantee and a ten year (the maximum allowed by law in some countries)
function guarantee.

Approximately one third of this pamphlet is repeated with the permission of the
author from "The Flu Fairy Tale". See next page for details.
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